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Beware of utility scams
Over the last 18 months of operating and living in a
pandemic, we have relied more on electronic means of
communication. We’ve adapted to using cellphone apps
for online purchasing and/or electronic payments. In
addition to the increased electronic transactions, technology
advancements in the electric industry and all the new
ways electric energy is being used has created a perfect
opportunity for scammers to confuse our cooperative
members.
Several thousand MiEnergy Cooperative members
are signed up for electronic transactions that occur on
a consistent monthly basis. MiEnergy is Payment Card
Industry Compliant (PCI), meaning we include a third
party to process credit card transactions. Members can also
use the SmartHub app to make secure payment transactions
and view account information.
Unfortunately, it’s not uncommon to be contacted by a
member reporting a fraudulent caller posing to be from
MiEnergy and threating to disconnect their electricity
immediately unless they provide them with a credit card
or personal information. Some have even asked for social
security numbers to verify their information.
Occasionally, imposters make personal visits and falsely
claim to be a MiEnergy employee and demand cash to
maintain the electric service.
A common phone scam begins with a phone number that
appears to be from a valid utility. The scammer will claim
you have a past due account and threaten to disconnect
service or take legal action. The scammer will typically
demand that you use a prepaid debit card or money order,
often with a very short, urgent time frame to pay the past
due amount.

For any of the above instances, please call the cooperative
at 800-432-2285 to verify the legitimacy of the phone call
or personal encounter.
You can combat this scam by being aware of the status
of your account. Never give your banking or personal
information over the phone to someone you did not call. If
you have a question or concern about your electric bill, call
MiEnergy and do not use the phone number given by the
scammer.
Utility scams are very common because of the vast
number of utilities in existence and consumers who are
understandably very concerned about a disruption of their
electric service. Some of the most recent scams involve
solar installations or tax credits, Payroll Protection Program
information related to utility bills and the threat of a
disconnect for nonpayment. Again, if you receive one of
these calls, hang up and call our office. We also encourage
members to report scamming attempts to your local law
enforcement offices.
MiEnergy employees have visible identification on their
vehicles, uniforms or outerwear. Our contractors doing
right-of-way work on vegetation management, construction
of new electric distribution lines, or pole testing are asked to
display MiEnergy decals on their vehicles and equipment.
Contractors have also been given identification to prove they
have MiEnergy’s authorization to undertake the work being
performed.
When in question, please give us a call. As always, I
welcome your calls, emails and personal visits.

Board room highlights | July 29, 2021
• Received a favorable financial report from CFO Hove.
• Marketing and Communications Manager Brenda Tesch
presented the American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI)
survey results which were favorable.
• Approved a municipal pumping rate for cities that were formerly
served by Alliant Energy as part of the Southern Minnesota
Energy Cooperative acquisition.
• Reviewed and approved the updating of policies as
recommended by the policy committee.
• Approved a service by exception with Interstate Power and Light.
• Received an update on subsidiaries from CEO Krambeer.
• Dairyland Power Cooperative CEO Brent Ridge provided an
update on Dairyland Power.
• Directors gave updates on recently attended meetings.
The next board meeting will be held at the Cresco office on August 31
at 9 a.m.
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CLOSED LABOR DAY
MiEnergy Cooperative will be closed on
Monday, Sept. 6. Call 800-432-2285 to report
outages at any time, day or night, even holidays.
To make payments, visit www.MiEnergy.coop or
call the payment phone line at 877-853-6517.

DIY versus
hiring a pro

Tips for choosing when it is
best to hire a professional for
energy efficiency projects
Want to make your home more efficient, but not sure where to start? When does it
make sense to take on efficiency projects yourself, and when should you hire a pro?
One reason to DIY (do it yourself ) instead of hiring a contractor is if you’re
convinced you can do a better job. Naturally, this depends on the scope of the project
and how knowledgeable you are about the work. And there are additional reasons to
tackle a home efficiency project yourself:
• You’re unable to find a contractor that is available and reasonably priced.
• You need the work completed in a tight time frame or during odd hours.
• You’re certain you can save a lot of money.
• The job is one you’d really enjoy doing yourself.
On the flipside, there are also several good reasons to hire a contractor (and not
tackle projects yourself ):
• Specialized equipment is required. For example, the best wall insulators use a fill
tube, which results in a higher R-value performance. Some contractors use an
infrared camera to review wall framing and air leaks.
• Specialized materials are needed. Attics need proper ventilation, and contractors
might have easier access to attic insulation baffles or roof vents.
• There’s a safety issue. For example, if you are insulating an attic and accidentally
step onto the sheetrock ceiling, you could fall through and regret the decision not
to hire a contractor.
• Expertise is required beyond the homeowner's capability, like tuning a furnace or
repairing holes in a sheetrock wall to match the wall around it.
• Tackling the project yourself will save little or no money.
As you consider whether to do the job yourself, be sure to research the tools and
supplies you’ll need. Fortunately, there are amazing resources online.
When you search for information like “how to insulate an attic” or “how to air
seal a home,” you’ll find fact sheets and video tutorials from contractors, home
improvement shows, big box suppliers and material manufacturers. YouTube videos
often show experts making the installation of anything seem simple, but beware,
some of these videos are aimed at other experts and not DIY homeowners.
To ensure you’re getting technically sound information, visit the ENERGY STAR®
website (www.energystar.gov). Also, if you have a good energy auditor in your area,
they can be another great source of information. An energy auditor can provide
specifics about the materials you’ll need as well as information about local contractors
and suppliers.
Ultimately, don’t tackle energy efficiency projects yourself unless you’ve thoroughly
researched it and have become very knowledgeable. Another benefit of doing the
research upfront is that it will help you even if you decide to hire a contractor. You’ll
be able to identify a knowledgeable contractor and hire one that knows you recognize
a quality job. Good luck!
Pat Keegan and Brad Thiessen of Collaborative Efficiency write on energy efficiency topics for the National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association, the national trade association representing more than 900 local electric cooperatives.

There are many steps you can take
to make your home a greener one, no
matter the weather. Cut your energy
costs by following these efficiency steps
year round.
• UPDATE YOUR INSULATION. This
helps keep cool air in your home
during summer months and warm
air in during the winter.
• INVEST IN A SMART OR
PROGRAMMABLE THERMOSTAT.
With a programmable thermostat,
you can set the temperature to
automatically adjust for when
you are home and when you are
away. A smart version learns your
habits and implements them.
Many models know when you
aren’t home and heats or cools
accordingly.
• CLOSE OFF ROOMS. Save money
any season by closing off rooms
that you do not need to heat or
cool.
• USE CEILING FANS. Make sure
they are circulating air in the
correct direction for the season.
Ceiling fans should operate in a
counter-clockwise direction during
warm months and in a clockwise
direction during cold months.
• USE CURTAINS OR WINDOW
BLINDS. Close curtains or blinds
in the summer when the sun is out
to keep the room cool, and leave
them open in the winter to let the
heat from the sun warm up the
room.
• SEAL CRACKS. Reduce heat loss
in the winter and cool air loss in
the summer by using caulking and
weather-stripping around windows
and doors.
• UPDATE BULBS. Replace
incandescent or other older style
bulbs with energy efficient versions
such as LED bulbs.
• ADJUST YOUR HABITS. Turn off
lights when leaving a room, set
computers to go into sleep mode
when not in use, and make sure
nothing in your home is covering
vents. This allows for continued air
flow and reduces the work for the
furnace or air conditioning unit.
For more information on
energy efficiency and safety, visit
EnergyEdCouncil.org.
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Beat the heat &
prepare for the cold

Research home heating and cooling
equipment now
Dealing with extreme temperatures is uncomfortable,
inconvenient and expensive. The experts at MiEnergy have
some tips to help you prepare your home to handle the
extreme hot and cold temperatures.
The time to prepare is before the extreme seasons arrive. As we close out
summer, now is a great time to start thinking about and planning for a new
heating unit for your home, farm or business before an equipment failure occurs.
You will also gain peace of mind knowing that you’ve done your research to
purchase an energy efficient unit that will help save money on your energy bills
and not left making a hasty decision because you suddenly need a new unit.
If you’re in the market for equipment that both heats and cools your home,
consider a heat pump. As a greener heating option, heat pumps transfer heat
from one place to another. Air-source heat pumps move heat between the air
inside a home and the air outside a home, while ground-source heat pumps
(known as geothermal heat pumps) transfer heat between the air inside a home
and the ground outside a home. Heat pumps can be used for both heating in the
winter and cooling in the summer. At a maximum, ground-source heat pumps
can be 300 percent efficient and at a minimum, all heat pumps are 100 percent
efficient. Newer, more efficient air-source heat pumps now offer legitimate
heating in cold regions with new technological advancements with cold climate
air-source heat pumps.
If you’re shopping for a new energy efficient unit, check the efficiency rating,
or SEER. The higher the SEER number, the more efficient the HVAC system.
Consider buying an Energy Star approved unit, which uses around 14 percent
less energy than traditional air conditioning units for central air which saves you
money over the lifetime of the unit.
Visit www.EnergyStar.gov for more information and check out the 2021
rebates and incentives for qualified equipment for MiEnergy members at
www.MiEnergy.coop or call 800-432-2285.
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Check out the forms online at
www.MiEnergy.coop or call
1-800-432-2285 for details before
making purchases to see if your
items qualify.

STAY COOL WITH AN AIR SOURCE HEAT PUMP!
Year-round use. Versatile.
Energy Efficient. Rebate eligible.
» Cool (and heat) through every season with cold climate air
source heat pumps.
» Works like an air conditioner in the summer.
» Super energy efficient.
» Get a $250/ton rebate.
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My electricity, my cooperative

GRATEFUL FOR MY WORLD

What makes you happy and thankful?
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Learn more at
www.MiEnergy.coop.

It’s been four years since MiEnergy Cooperative was
formed by merging Hawkeye REC and Tri-County
Electric Cooperative. Maybe you still wonder where
the name originated. How did we come up with it? The
name and spelling reference the joining of a Minnesota
(M) cooperative and an Iowa (i) cooperative. The
name, pronounced with a long I, also demonstrates the
ownership by individual members – MiEnergy is “my

SUBMIT AN ENTRY TODAY!

Tell us what you are thankful for and let us see
it by submitting a photo. Maybe you’ve connected
with nature more and it’s a photo of your favorite
place to reconnect and relax. Maybe you have more
appreciation for the little things in life. Let’s fill the
pages of our November issue. Here are some ideas to
help trigger some grateful moments and memories:
• Imagine your favorite aroma. Maybe it’s the smell
of your grandmother’s freshly baked bread or
apple pie cooking in the oven getting ready for
your family’s Thanksgiving Day meal.
• Is it bringing home a real evergreen tree to
decorate for the holidays?
• The sound of football helmets clanking on a
chilly, fall night, or listening to the announcers
call the great Minnesota/Iowa rival football game.
• Are you thankful for the genuine cooperation and
kindness between neighbors and friends? How
about receiving an old fashioned ‘farmer's wave’
when you meet someone on a country road?
• Simply sitting on your front porch with a good
book.
Anything goes! Big or small. Be a part of this feelgood feature story. Share a couple sentences, a whole
story or send a favorite photo with a caption. Email:
mmoellers@MiEnergy.coop or call 800-432-2285.
Include name, address, phone number, and MiEnergy
account number. Deadline is October 8, 2021.
Members participating will be put in a drawing for a
cozy sherpa MiEnergy blanket for their submission.

energy cooperative.” The photo on the cover captures
a rural road connecting both Minnesota and Iowa
together. Our power lines crossing the state border also
bring the two states together. I’m thankful for MiRoads
that are a part of my cooperative. I’m thankful for
the members who live along those roads forming the
membership of my cooperative.
The Journey Down MiRoads series of member
feature stories has been on hiatus due to COVID.
The break has allowed us to highlight our employees,
departments and other co-op related stories in this
newsletter. But we are looking forward to a special
issue for the month of November! While the last 18
months have been out of the ordinary, people remain
thankful. Even as the world has been tipped upside
down, what are you most thankful for? The month that
surrounds Thanksgiving tends to serve as a reminder
of thankfulness and what to really focus on in our lives
for me and my family. Let’s take a journey together
and find out what members of my co-op are thankful
for too! What makes you happy? Share your stories of
gratitude.

Did you know that MiEnergy provides electricity
to 22,800+ services in southeastern Minnesota
and northern Iowa? That’s a whole lot of people
available to share their gratitude!

JOIN THE
FUN AND GET
A CHANCE
TO WIN THIS
BLANKET!
August 2021 | MiNews 5
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UNDERSTANDING
POWER SURGES
AND BLINKS

out & about in your

COMMUNITY

WINNESHIEK COUNTY FAIR – DECORAH

©Pat Gaines

Have you ever noticed your lights blink during a
thunderstorm? Or, perhaps you’ve noticed a blinking
microwave clock when you arrive home. When this happens,
you’ve likely experienced a brief disruption to your electric
service, which could result from a power surge or blink.
While the symptoms of surges and blinks can appear similar,
what’s happening behind the scenes can be quite different.

WHAT’S A POWER SURGE?

Power surges are brief overvoltage spikes or disturbances
of a power waveform that can damage, degrade or destroy
electronic equipment within your home or business. Most
electronics are designed to handle small variations in
voltage; however, power surges can reach amplitudes of tens
of thousands of volts––this can be extremely damaging to
your electronic equipment.
Surges can be caused by internal sources, like HVAC
systems with variable frequency drives, or external sources,
like lightning and damage to power lines and transformers.
MiEnergy encourages all members to install surge
protective devices (such as surge protector power strips) to
safeguard your sensitive electronics. If you’re experiencing
frequent surges in your home or business and you believe
the cause is internal, contact a qualified electrician to inspect
your electrical system.

caused by protective devices are actually good because that
means the equipment is working as it should to prevent a
prolonged outage.
Regardless of the cause, MiEnergy crews will be on their
way to inspect the damage and make necessary repairs
after a power outage. And you can help too! Any time you
experience repeated disruptions to your electric service,
please let us know by calling 800-432-2285.
Abby Berry writes on consumer and cooperative affairs for the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association, the national trade association representing more than 900 local electric
cooperatives.
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PHONE NUMBERS
LOCAL 563-547-3801 (Cresco); 507-864-7783 (Rushford)
TOLL-FREE & 24/7 OUTAGE REPORTING 800-432-2285
PAYMENT LINE 24/7 877-853-6517
UNDERGROUND CABLE LOCATING 811
ONLINE
WEBSITE www.MiEnergy.coop
SOCIAL MEDIA Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DISTRICT 1 Dennis Ptacek, secretary and Jeff Redalen
DISTRICT 2 Dean Nierling, chair and Ron Stevens, vice chair
DISTRICT 3 Don Petersen, treasurer, Skip Wieser and
Dennis Young
DISTRICT 4 Dean Fisher, Charles Frana and Carl Reicks
DISTRICT 5 Beth Olson and Jenny Scharmer
MANAGEMENT STAFF
BRIAN KRAMBEER president/chief executive officer
SHELLY HOVE chief financial officer
STEVE OIAN vice president of operations - Minnesota
VASSIL VUTOV vice president of information technology
MIKE WALTON vice president of operations - Iowa
KENT WHITCOMB vice president of member services

IF YOU FEEL A

MINEWS STAFF
MEAGAN MOELLERS communications specialist, editor
ANNIE HOILAND communications specialist
BRENDA TESCH marketing and communications manager

FROM THE

2021 OFFICES CLOSED
SEPT 6 Labor Day
SEPT 16 Employee Development Day
NOV 25 Thanksgiving Day
NOV 26 Day after Thanksgiving
DEC 9 Employee Development Day
DEC 24 Christmas Eve Day
DEC 27 Christmas Day (observed)
DEC 31 New Year’s Eve close at 11:30 a.m.

SHOCK
SWIM AWAY
DOCK!

WHAT’S A POWER BLINK?

Power blinks are also brief service interruptions, but
they’re typically caused by a fault (short circuit) on a power
line or a protective device that’s working in reaction to
the fault. Faults can occur through a variety of instances,
like squirrels, birds or other small animals contacting an
energized power line; tree branches touching a power line;
or lightning and other similar events.
Any of the events noted above can cause your power to
blink, but you may also experience a brief interruption when
protective devices that act like circuit breakers are working
to detect the fault. Believe it or not, these brief power blinks

MiEnergy has sponsored
contests for several years at
the Winneshiek County Fair.
This year it sponsored the
homemade chocolate chip
cookies and homemade
apple pie contests.
From the chocolate chip
cookie contest pictured at
upper right from l-r: contest
judges Melissa Wicklund,
4H Youth Development
and Meagan Moellers,
MiEnergy; first place winner
Vivian Searcy; second place
winner Kathy Buzza; third
place winner Caylie Adam;
contest judge Rachel Burras, KVIK; and Kalissa Schmelzer, 2021 Fair Princess.
From the apple pie contest pictured above from l-r: Kalissa Schmelzer, 2021 Fair Princess;
contest judge Kolton Wergers, 4H County Council; second and third place winner Marian
Rovang-Rude; first place winner Jan Pfiffner; contest judges Johanna Stayskal, MiEnergy and
Alex Zweibohmer, 4H County Council.

OFFICE INFORMATION
Open Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
IOWA 24049 Highway 9, PO Box 90, Cresco, IA 52136
MINNESOTA 31110 Cooperative Way, PO Box 626,
Rushford, MN 55971
**This institution is an equal opportunity provider and
employer.**

Learn more at

Energy Efficiency
Tip of the Month

When shopping for new light
bulbs, know the difference
between lumens and watts.
Lumens measure the amount of
light produced by the bulb. Watts
measure energy consumption.
Energy-saving LEDs come in a
variety of colors and brightness
levels and last 15-25
times longer than
incandescent bulbs.
Source: www.energy.gov
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Iowa State Fair
Aug. 12-22, 2021
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Touchstone Energy
Cooperatives of Iowa
at the State Fair!
The Touchstone Energy Cooperatives
of Iowa are pleased to once again
sponsor the Bruce Rastetter 4-H
Exhibits Building at the Iowa State Fair.
MiEnergy is proud to be a Touchstone
Energy member, which means we’re
part of a nationwide network of locally
owned co-ops that provides resources
and leverages partnerships to help
member-consumers use energy wisely.
If you’re planning a visit to the Iowa
State Fair this summer, make sure
to stop by the newly renovated 4-H
Exhibits Building on the southwest
corner of the fairgrounds.
Electric co-op staff from across the
state will hand out plastic hard hats for
the kids while supplies last. They can
also try on some lineworker safety gear
and take fun photos in our co-op safety
selfie station!
Stop by the booth to take a quick
survey on an iPad to be automatically
entered into a fair contest. After the fair,
three lucky winners will be randomly
selected to choose one of three prize
options:
• Roomba 614 Robot Vacuum
• DEWALT 20V MAX XR Blower
• Breville Smart Oven Pro
The winners from the new Shine the
Light contest will also be announced
during the fair. Iowa electric co-op
member-consumers and employees
across the state had an opportunity to
nominate local community volunteers
for the contest in June. Three deserving
volunteers will each receive a $1,500
donation for their charity as we
celebrate our cooperative commitment
to community.

Last month of Summer Shift
Participate and make a difference

As we wrap up the final month of the
Summer Shift campaign, we want to
again explain why we encourage you to
use electricity before 11 a.m. and after 7
p.m. on summer weekdays.
Electricity costs differ depending
on the time of day it is being used.
Consumers in our regional energy pool
use more electricity summer weekdays
between 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Think of 11
a.m. to 7 p.m. as electricity “rush hours”.
All central station generation is on-line
and transmission routes reach capacity.
That makes the costs high, at times
translating to many multiples of our typical rates.
As a member-owned, non-profit, electric cooperative, we have no incentive
for you to use more electricity than necessary. Our goal is to provide reliable and
affordable electricity to our members. One way to make that happen is to educate
members on what they can do to make a difference.
The Summer Shift campaign provides an easy way for members to make a
difference in their electric costs. It is just three months out of the year ( June, July
and August) and only on weekdays. We even provide ideas on exactly what you
can do between 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. that will help.

• Delay the start of the dishwasher.
• Turn up the thermostat a few degrees.
• Shift the start of laundry.
The Summer Shift is like a football team, where you’re part of something
bigger. When everyone conserves electricity from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. on summer
weekdays, we all win.

Do The

SUMMER
SHIFT

Do The

SUMMER
SHIFT

When each member works to conserve electricity,
we all win. Turn off unnecessary lights. Hang
laundry to air dry. Raise the thermostat a few
degrees. Reducing electric use from 11 a.m. to
7 p.m. on summer weekdays helps keep rates
affordable.
TM

Learn more about
the Summer Shift at
www.MiEnergy.coop!

This institution is an equal opportunity provider.

USE
ENERGY
WISELY
Looking
for an easy
way to help
keep electric
rates stable
and help the
environment?

Learn about our
Electric$ense®
energy management
program.

Enroll your electric water heater in the Electric$ense®
energy management program. This program helps
keep rates stable by reducing electric use when
regional demand is high and causes price spikes.
The co-op installs a receiver for the water heater and
everything else is automated.
Residential Water heating is paused only a handful
Residential:
of times a year and does not exceed six hours at a
time.* Summer management is typically 2 p.m. until
about 6 p.m. and winter is 5 p.m. to about 8 p.m.
Storage Water heating is paused Monday-Friday*
Storage:
from 11:30 a.m. - 8 p.m. in the summer and from
5:30 a.m.– 1 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. -10 p.m. in the
winter.
Large-capacity electric water heaters
The energy management program works well with
the large capacity 85 and 100-gallon Marathon
water heaters that MiEnergy Cooperative sells
to members at a significant discount. Free water
heaters are available for members building a new
home.
Go green
New electric water heaters enrolled in the
Electric$ense® energy management program are
automatically enrolled in Evergreen Everyday, which
ensures 400 kWh each month is sourced from
renewable energy.

www.MiEnergy.coop │ 1-800-432-2285
Under certain emergency conditions, management could
exceed these parameters.
*

